
REPORT: CAPILLA SAN LUIS GONZAGA, LOS GUANDULES 

 

Date: Friday, June 1st, 2012 (7:30-9:30pm) 

Place: San Luis Gonzaga church, Los Guandules 

Responsibles : Jong-hyon Shin, Luisa Heekyung Lee 

Participants: Father Juan de Jesús, 20 persons of the community Éxodo 

Propósito: Introduction of savings group methodology  

 

Activities  

1) Presentation of the methodology 

2) Simulation  

 

Findings  

1. San Luis Gonzaga Church: The church was built 2 years ago in a garbage dumping site with help 
of donation. This is one of rare places where there is sport facility (donation by German Catholic 
churches) is available and free to access. There were about 200 young men and women for a 
basketball match at the time of visit. . 
 
2. About the group: The group was born in February 2012 in the San Luis Gonzaga church where the 
Father Juan de Jesús resides.  Father Juan is convinced that a small group integrally formed can be 
the light of change. He compares the process as ¿ Accoring to him, through weekly meetings people 
get transformed.  The way to do is, however, not to explain the concept from the beginning but put 
people in the process without knowing applying the method of learning by doing. To that end, Father 
prefers working with small groups because it is easier than big one. Usually the members have 
potential to be replicators.   

 

3. Activity: The activity was organized by the invitation of Father de Jesús and his group.  The 
reception was positive, because the group wanted to start saving since long ago. The group determined 
the value of share (RD$50), social fund (RD$10), but some were not comfortable with the idea of fine. 
There was a question if one can keep saving after they move out of the community without coming to 
the meeting.  The group decided to start right away: promising to buy the savings box and 28 savings 
books that were given in the same meeting. 

 

4. The limit of saving amount: There was a question if one can buy more than 5 shares in a meeting.  
The possibility of saving more is one of the most frequent questions in any introductory meeting. It is 
tempting to save more and quicker, but we should keep in mind one saying that says “ One person 
should not want to jump to the opposite extreme in one momento, because simply he/she cannot 
succeed, rather one should start little by little. The main objective for the program is “cultívate savings 
habit. If one learns to master this concept with a small initiative, one can find other ways to save such 
as 1) Create other savings groups 2) save in Cooperatives and Banks, 3) Invest in some businesses, 
among others. Once there is change in attitude, nobody can stop the creative of each person to move 
forward.  To keep one interested, therefore, it is vital to start little by little.  

 

 



Suggestions  
-Once accustomed, the duration of a meeting can reduce up to 15-20 minutes.  
-Only those interested should participate in the savings groups  
 
Actions 

1. On June 8th, 1) the group will raise fund (RD$40 per person) to buy the box (RD$600) and 28 
savings books (RD$168), 2) the elected president (Mr.Amable) together with the group, will help 
complete the internal regulation for the savings group.  

2. Father de Jesús will keep in touch about the group’s performance. In 1~1.5 month, there will be 
another training about loan disbursement and distribution of a capital in the end of cycle.  

 

 


